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Figure 1: Layout of the SLC with fast feedback loops shown. S = steering loop; F, = energy control; I = intensity
control; C = special-purpose loop to maintain beam collisions; * = prototype.

Ab3tract LINAC and steered around arcs before colliding at a sin-
gle interaction point. The maximum beam rate for the

A generalized fast feedback system has been developed machine is 120 Hertz. The SLC control system is based
to stabilize beams at various locations in the SLC. The upon a central DEC VAX 8800 and a series of Intel 80386

system is designed to perform measurements and change microprocessors (micros). The micros are distributed geo-
actuator settings to control beam states such as position, graphically, with each micro controlling the devices which

angle and energy on a pulse to pulse basis. The software accelerate, steer and measure the beam in a region of
design is based on the state space formalism of digital con- the machine. The VAX communicates with the micros

trol theory. The system is database-driven, facilitating the through a specialized network system, SLCNET, but with
addition of new loops without requiring additional soft- the exception of this fast feedback system the micros do
ware. A communications system, KISNet, provides fast not ordinarily communicate with each other.
communications links between microprocessors for feed-

back loops which involve multiple micros. Feedback loops The feedback system is used for controlling the energy,
have been installed in seventeen locations throughout the trajectory and intensity of the beams. The system takes
SLC and have proven to be invaluable in stabilizing the measurements, calculates state functions and implements
machine, corrections at a fast rate. It is designed to operate at the

beam rate but due to CPU limitations it operates at a
lower rate, typically 20 Hertz. Figure 1 shows the SLC

INTRODUCTION machine with currently implemented and planned feed-
back loops. Prototype feedback systems were initially lm-

The SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) produces pulsed bunches plemented in three locations for steering, controlling the

of electrons and positrons which are accelerated in a beam energy [1] and maintaining collisions [2]. These sys-
tems quickly became indispensable to the machine opera,-
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Control Loop Design
The system is generalized and database-driven. New
feedback loops which behave in a linear fashion are im-
plemented by configuring the database and hardware Ottline
but without requiring additional software. Furthermore, Online KISNET
special-purpose capability is provided to handle non-linear INTER-MICRO
functions such as energy control with phase shifters The Communications• ,, ..-.. Network
system is based on the state space formalism of digital

J I i'i'_'!'!'_ Dee Measurement

control theory [3]. Vectors of measurements, states and SLC ;!i:-!-!:: Micros
actuator values are manipulated using matrix and vector Database ii!ii
arithmetic. Matrices are calculated offline and stored in a Controller

database for online use. Measurements input to the feed- _ _ :!i!i!:.!':!:.! Micro

back system are typically Bearn Position Monitor (BPM)I Contro'l iiiiiii:_':::ireadings. The state vector includes calculated quantities Program ::::.::.i:..i:i:!:;:_,_: eco Actuator

such as beam position, angle or energy which the feedback VAX88O0 ii_iii_il;i_ MicrosMICROS

loop controls to user-selected setpoints_ Actuators which SLCNET ,,',*,_
co,trol the beam are typically analog control devices such

as steering dipole magnets, Klystron amplitude controllers Figure 2: Feedback System Architecture.
and phase shifters.

The major software components of the system are shown
in Figure 2. Most of _he associated software is written in involves tradeoffs between quick response and stability un-
the C programming language. The SLC database contains der changing beam conditions. The response characteris-
device specifications, display information and control pa- tics may be tuned in the matrix design by adjusting the
rameters associated for all existing feedback loops. Only noise spectrum expected from the accelerator, although
the software which runs on the VAX has access to the in _he SLC the same setup is typically used for ali loops.
entire database. The _¢AX software is responsible for ini- The matrices are initialized using the theoretical model
tializing and arbitrating feedback processing in the micros of the accelerator. The model is usually good over short
and handling user requests. There is an extensive selection distances.

of displays available to allow users to monitor and analyze The simulation program has been very useful for pre-
the feedback behavior in addition to facilitating studies of dicting stability of the feedback processing and determin-
the SLC itself. The VAX software uses an object-oriented ing the workability of new algorithms. Most of the prob-
architecture. Feedback loops, database-driven displays, lems encountered in operation were predicted in advance
and vector elements are among the types of objects which by the simulator, and some potential problems were cir-
are manipulated in a generalized manner [4]. cumvented by the software. This is one of the reasons that

The micro software executes all of the real-time control commissioning the feedback loops haz been a remarkably

functions, including taking measurements, performing cal- smooth and minimally invasive process.
culations and implementing new actuator settings. Since
these functions may be distributed across several micros, a
specialized high rate network system, KISNet [5], has been FEEDBACK CALCULATIONS
adapted from the Advanced Light Source (ALS) project
in order to transfer measurement and actuator data be- The feedback algorithm can be summarized in _twoequa-
tween micros. The feedback software which runs on the tions which are based on the predictor-correcter formalism

micros is divided into three functions" measurement, con- of digital control theory [3]. This algorithm has previously
trol and actuation. For a single feedback loop there may been described elsewhere [6] in further detail. The first

be multiple measurement and actuator tasks running on controller equation estimates the values of states which are
different micros with each responsible for its own hard- associated with the feedbacL loop, based on the previous
ware. A single controller task for each loop receives ali of state estimate, currently implemented actuator settings,
the measurement data, performs calculations, and sends and measurements.

new settings to the actuator task(s).
The matrices used in the controller calculations are de- _k+_ = ¢I'_k + ru + L(y - H_k) , (1)

termined by an offline simulation program [6] which is where
based on the MatrixX package from Integrated Sytems

Incorporated. The matrices are designed to minimize the _k is the estimate of the state vector on the k th pulse.
RMS of the controlled states, provide good response to

step functions, and to maintain stability when the machine oi, is the system matrix and describes the dynamics of the
response does not exactly match the model. The design accelerator model.
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Figure 3: Feedback Response to Step Functions. Figure 4: Actuator Control for Step Punctions.

I-' is the control input matrix, lt describes how changes
in the actuators should affect the state.

u is the actuator vector. It contains the current actuator

settings with reference values subtracted. DIAGNOSTIC CAPABILITY

L is the Kahnan filter matrix. Given an error on the The micros save measurement, state and actuator data

estimate of the sensor readings, it applies a correction for the last few hundred iterations in a ring buffer; this
term to the estimate of the state vector, data is available for display upon user request. These ring

buffer displays are one of the most useful diagnostics of
y is the measurement vector. It contains the current the system, enabling analysis of perturbations and beam

measurements with reference values subtracted, losses after they have taken place. If the user requests
the display within a minute or so after such an event, the

H is the output matrix. It maps the state vector to associated data is usually available. This functionality is
the output vector. That is, given an estimate of the also useful for studies of beam jitter and other phenomena.

states, it gives an estimate of what the sensors should Figure 3 shows how a feedback-controlled beam position
read. changes with time. Figure 4 shows the associated corrector

values during the same time period. During this period,
The matrices _, r, and H are obtained from the model two step functions were purposely introduced to perturb
of the accelerator. The L matrix is derived from the other the beam upstream of the feedback loop in order to test
matrices and is designed (via the Linear Quadratic Gaus- the feedback response; one can bee how each perturba-
sian method) to minimize the RMS error on the estimate tion is corrected within several pulses. Typically, the first
of the state, pulse after a large perturbation is rejected by the feedback

The second controller equation calculates the actuator filtering software as spurious and then the new state esti-
settings based on the estimated state vector. mate is exponentially averaged over several pulses. Newly

calculated settings are usually implemented within one or
'u_+_ = Ni_+_ + Nr (2) two pulses for most types of actuators.

where Additional analysis capabilities include Fourier trans-
forms and plots of the ring buffer data. The same data

Ni is the gain matrix. It is derived in a manner similar may be formatted onto disk files which are compatible

to L. It is designed to minimize the RMS of selected with ofttine analysis packages. Beam orbit plots are avail-
state vector elements, able to graphically display the beam trajectory through

the range of each feedback loop for comparison with the

N is the controller-reference-input matrix. It maps the model-predicted orbit. A history plot capability enables
reference vector to actuator settings and is directly review of feedback control over a period of days, weeks or
derivable from "_e model of the accelerator, months. Figure 5 shows how a feedback-controlled bean

position differs from its setpoint value over a period of
r is the reference vector which contains setpoints for the fifteen days. The tolerance lines show that for most of

states controlled by the loop. the period shown the feedback loop controlled the beam
successfully.
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Figure 5: History Plot of Feedback Control.
TESTING F_,NVIRONMENT

ADDITIONAL FEATURES In order to test the initial system as well as new devel-
opments, a hardware-based feedback test system has been

Many system features have been added to the basic algo- developed. The typical test feedback loop has three mea-
rithm to handle exceptions, improve robustness and add surements, two states and two a,:tuators. The hardware
flexibility to the system. For example, a gain factor is lm- simulator modifies the values of 1;he measurements to re-

plemented as a modification to the second controller equa- spond to changes in the actuators. A function generator
tion (actuator calculation), allowing online adjustment of introduces variances in the mea_surements such as sine-

the loop response. Tile matrices are set up to provide op- waves or step functions. In additi.on to facilitating debug-
timal control with a gain factor of 1.0 but it is convenient ging and testing of software fea,;ures without impacting
t.o allow operators to modify this in response to various operation of the SLC, the simulator enables the study of
operational problems, feedback response for various system changes.

An additional capability is the handling of "gold orbits"
and loop setpoints. A gold orbit is saved by operators
when the state of the accelerator in the region of arced- OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
back loop is believed to be well-tuned. This results in sav-
ing the current measurement values and actuator settings. The feedback stem was first commissioned in the SLC
The "gold" measurements are used as offsets in the con- iii November 1990. Since then seventeen feedback loops
troller equations. In general the feedback loop will try to have been implemented, with more planned. These are
control the beam to maintain the gold orbit nleasurements, shown in Figure 1. At the front end of the machine a
The gold orbit values are saved in configuration files which new feedback loop will soon control tile intensity of the
can be reloaded at a later time, facilitating easy reproduc- beam from the polarized laser gun. Steering loops control
tion of a particular machine configuration. The operators the beam trajectory from the injector into the linac and
may wish to tune the machine while tile feedback is on by also into the damping rings. Additional loops steer the
changing tile setpoints which control the associated state beams out of the damping rings, down the LINAC and
values. Setpoints may be entered manually, or they may into the final focus. An energy loop controls the electron
be assigned to a knob and adjusted by turning the knob. and positron beams into the damping rings. A special-

In order to insure that tile feedback system does not purpose calculation is used to control the energy of the

misbehave, alarge part of the micro software involvesex- electron beam into the positron target. Furthermore, the
ception handhng. In fact only a small part of the rni- prototypical systems for energy control at the end of the
cro software is requiIed for implementing the basic con- LINAC and interaction point collision control are sched-
trol algorithm. The measurement and actuator values are uled to be replaced by the generalized software in the near
checked to verify that they are within reasonable limits, future. Additional steering and energy loops are planned
If measurements are out of range, have bad status or are for the new Final Focus 'I'_st Beanl facility.
not received by the controller, tile "expected" values are The number of feedback loops ilnplemented is mucll
used in the calculation, based upon the previous state es- larger titan originally planned. More loops were added
timates. This allows feedback loops which control both because of the success of tile initial loops and the ea.se
electron and positron beams to continue controlling one of commissioning. The. system worked nmch better than
beam when the other beam is absent. In order to insure anticipated. Loops which involve asingle lnicro could ';e
that a single wild pulse does not adversely impact the added just by setting up database entries, without requir-
feedback response, two types of filtering are implemented, ing any additional hardware or software. Most feedback
Firstly, measurenlents which vary significantly from the loops wele ('ommissioned by turlling them on with a small
previous pulse are not used unless the value is between gain factor, gradually turning up the gain, and nlotlitoring



the loop response by looking at the feedback displays. One date tile transport matrices. Tile adaption calculations

of tlm feedback loops was cmnmissioned "accidentally" by are based upon the SEquential Regression (SER) algo-
an operator who didn't realize the loop wasn't ready; he rithnl [7], adapted for use in the SLC feedback system [8].
just turned it oll and it worked. The adaption is an iterative process which has as in-

Fast feedback has become an important part of the SLC puts the calculated states for a feedback loop and the
Control System and is heavily relied upon for stabilizing same states as calculated by an upstream loop. Averaged
the machine. It is now much easier to reproduce a particu- over time, the transported upstreana states should equal
lar machine state after interruptions. Furthermore, opera- the downstream states. The adaption process calculates
tots who were previously occupied with keeping the beams a transfer matrix which minimizes the difference between
stable have been freed to work oil more subtle aspects of the transported upstream and downstreaxn states. This
machine tuning. Since the system was inlplement.ed, the process runs on the sanle micro as the feedback controller
average rate of steering knob turns has decreased by a but is implemented ms a separate task, allowing the adap-
factor of five. The LINAC is now steered every few days lion to run more slowly and at a lower priority in order to
instead of once a shift. The orbit bumps required to mini- minimize the CPU impact.
mize the beam emittance are now stable for weeks instead The algorithm is as follows: On each pulse for which the

of hours. There are fewer machine protection trips because transport matrix is to be updated the following is calcu-
the scavenger energy feedback keeps the beains centered, lated:
Since the feedback system was implemented, accelerator S = Q(k- 1)ye(k) (3)
performance has been greatly improved and much of this a

--+ yer(k)S (4)improvement is attributable to fast feedback. Ali of the 7 = 1 - c_

major operational goals for the SLC in the last. running 1 /Q(k_i 1)_ lssT\)period were met or exceeded. Q(k) = _ 7
(5)

where:
"CASCADED" FAST FEEDBACK

yc(k) is the state vector from the upstream loop with

One problem encountered in operation was predicted by setpoints subtracted.
the initial simulations and is a result of the large string
of steering loops down the LINAC. In the current system, k is the beam pulse number.

these loops are ali controlling the same parameters, re- Q is the estimate of the inverse of the covariance matrix
sulting in overcorrection of upstream perturbations and of ye.
amplification of beam noise. As a temporary measure, the
gain factors of several feedback loops have been decreased, S, 7 are intermediate results.
but this reduces the system's effectiveness. and

An enhancement to the feedback system called "Cas-
' c_= 2 -1/" (6)

ceding", is currently under development. It enables a se-
ries of fast feedback loops to communicate, eliminating where

overcorrection problems and allowing the use of optimal r is the number of pulses for covariance matrix averaging,
gain factors. In the new system, each upstream loop sends typically 50.
its calculated state vector to the adjacent downstreanl
loop. lt is not necessary for an upstream loop to comnm- A large "_ means the beam fluctuation has suddenly in-
nicate with ali loops downstream of it. The downstream creased, which could cause the transport calculation to be
loop controls the difference between state elements calcu- unstable. Therefore the following equations which update
lated from downstream beam position monitors and the the transport matrix are calculated only if 7 is less than
transported values of the associated states calculated by a cutoff value, typically 20.
the upstream feedback loop. This results in each loop cor-
rect.ing only those perturbations not already rem,)ved by _ = (raw state vector)- (raw state setpoints)

the upstream loops. -Tc(k)yc(k) (7)
This coordination between feedback loops depends upon

a reliable method for mathematically transporting the po_
sition and angle at one point t.o the position and angle Ti(k + 1) = Ti(k)+

at a downstream location. Tile model of the accelerator, 7]Q(k)yc(k)ci (8)
based upon a knowledge of the focusing strengths of the
LINAC quadrupoles, provides a basis for this transport, wllere

but it, is believed that the model is not acceptably accu- Ti is l.lle estifnate of t.he ith row of the transport rlmlrix
rate over tile distances involved. Furthermore, the physi- Tc.
cal transport characteristics may change during operation.

Therefore adaptive methods are used to dynaznically up- 7/ is lhc learning rat, e or gain, typically 0.1 or 0.2.
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